Tell all the truth but tell it slant –
Success in circuit lies
Too bright for our infirm delight
The truth’s superb surprise
As lightening to the children eased
With explanation kind
The truth must dazzle gradually
Or every man be blind
Emily Dickinson 1129
500. FOR EMILY D
Oh virgin bride
Or virgin mom
Our judge
Our single Lord
You told it slant
Freed us of cant
So little cost
For so much thought
No Marys here
Just brain and blank
Solitude for a zoo Specimen ecstatic
You examine our minds
And make them
All anew
24/12/2004

501. PLASTIC
Our hell is plastic
Remembered numbers
Magnetic strips
Digits dance
So many metallic squares
Each step
A suffering
Somewhere
It is global now
They say
But each tiny death
Is as far away
Or as close
As ever
And heaven
All forgotten
Among the plastic of
‘Have a nice day’
24/12/2004
502. TSUNAMI
We await
Our own tsunami
Blue water – brown
Power line sizzle
Where brain, thumb, penis
All jumble
Or hang on trophy poles
And sleep has gone
To join the dead
Or dismembered
And the rest
A city of collectors
30/12/2004

503. WARRIOR 1
No!
Rub all compassion
From these hearts and
Stroke each foetal cell
With arrogant caress
Here we stand
Immovable and furious
At the very conception of our grief
Nurturing an unborn sorrow
Birthing a biting sadness
By salty tears
Here we lie
And shake and scream
Compassion, forgiveness
All stillborn
While vengeance thrives
Guzzling from our frantic breast
Joined
Wet and umbilical
By this woe
Rise up
To this single beating heart
Take revenge
There can be no greater cost
Than what we already bear
Except doing nothing
In despair
December 2004

504. KING SANDY
On this bleak day
When ancestors moan
And every grinning skull
Turns to the same direction
I listen and hear their song
Shhhh…
Can you hear it?
Can you?
They murmur of another time
More frightful than now
When the very ground
Our hearts
Split in two
Cracked
The sky blackened
And shed no light
For thirty sorrowful moons
The rain was blood red
And pumice
Hearts glowed
And many ran to their doom
Uncelebrated
The wise remained
Quiet with song
Silent with grief
Now
The land up-swallows us
Wrapping each
In little graves
Gifted
Each mound
A worm
In the imposter’s heart
Singing as it eats
In perfect time
December 2004

505. WARRIOR 2
Time
Won’t cool this surge
Wise man
Old man
The land receives the tears
Who grieve
The land receives the blood
Who fight
We cannot forever
Remain journeymen
To grief
As blood weeps
From my heart
It sprinkles my soul
And makes it grow
Growing
It strains to convert
By number
Those tears
Into hours
Of sweet bliss
After Richard III
December 2004

506. SUN
That most honoured sun
Shines stunningly
Each hour – say
A month
Then comes along
Some wisp
Of a cloud
And – in a blind moment
All judgment’s gone
1/1/2005
507. NICOTINE
The tickling of the brain
A feathery prod
Not quite memory
More essential
Earthy god
Each ecstatic inhale
‘A death sentence’
They say
Resistance and will
Slow death – another day
2/5/2005
508. HOMAGE
There’s Emily in these
You say – it’s true
I love her
Like no other
I love her
Poetically
2/5/2005

509. FOUND SHELL
In that found shell
Name it hermit
Makes an ungainly fit
Each grain of sand
An irritant
Yet change
A search too long
2/1/2005
510. TIDES
To embrace scars
Where still remain
Full wounds
You were all for me
Pale and mystical
Female and brutal
Eroding me like tides
Regular and unpredictable
King
‘You’ll have to work harder my love’
Neap
‘Lets just be friends’
Turn
Stillborn jealousy
Your silvery replacement
When dusk merged to dawn
6/1/2005
511. BEES
You
The only honey of my life
Collected from
One thousand
Incomparable blossoms
And brought to –
Me!
On a bees wing platter
6/1/2005

512. LITTLE ONE
When you take my hand
Little one
You talk to me
Each finger
Dipping inside me
Tickling, giggling
Brain moist and
Heart red
9/2/2005
513. ARTISTIC LOVE
Sex
For the ordinary
By which I mean
The vast majority
Without being derogatory
When done true
And with honesty
Is quite usually
The most creative
Impulsive
And occasionally
Spontaneous
Thing people do
For the artist
Alas
The reverse
Holds true
25/3/2005

514. FOOLS
Love
That pile of risks
Kindled and egotistical
The dry match
Red and hot
Turning sensible campers
Into senseless fools
About to burn everything
And care –
Not a jot!
After Henry James: Portrait of a Lady
29/3/2005
515. LORD WARBURTON
‘I’ll keep it down, I’ll keep it down always’
The ego cliché
While vanity takes a peak
‘If I believed I could make you unhappy, I think I would try it’
She’s a hare
Down a hole
Poor Lord W
The chase has to be organised
Differently
If he’s really got the
Stomach for it!
After Henry James: Portrait of a Lady
29/3/2005
516. TENDER EXPULSION
Sex is a surge of love
And of total power
A play of aggression
And tender passionflower
A volcanic peak
A lava flow
Convulsive as
Bifurcation
16/4/2005

517. RED
Love is a slow grinding flower
If any sort of flower
At all
More a volcanic eruption
That if with fortune we survive
Famished and forlorn
A paradise of the most
Fertile soil
Lies before us to hoe
Covering all the travails
All history’s miseries
In a blazing poppy field
Of red
18/4/2005
518. BOXING
The bout proceeds
Along familiar lines
The glittering procession
Toward optimistic ring
Straddling the rope
Swagger amidst mindless cheer
A quick word
Mouth guard
Bell
It’s on!
And just as sudden
All over in a rush
Countdown to consciousness
Looking at the dazzle of lights
Tasting fluids escape
A groggy delight
Slow breathing
Heave
Up for the next fight
23/4/2005

519. SUCK
The unusual creature
That sucks for love
And for thirst
Does a little - lie
Once so lofty
Unhinged, unhidden
Flirtatious as an eye
Now encumbrances
Hang about me
Unwanted, dishonest too
Ruined thigh
Decrepit lip
On sacred gift-book
I spy
Purpose I suppose
Was to enchant
Yet this truth
Was long since
Told so slant
In reality they were
But mangled dreams
Had on the sly
22/4/2005

520. BROKEN HOME
He comes from
A broken home
How old fashioned
The quaint words
Seem today
The idealised dream
Of purity and perfection
Disguising and beguiling
A multitude of fractures
A body scarified
And scared
No nothing to be repaired
Just a human site
Where love may find
The chance to
Shine its healing light
6/5/2005
521. THE WORD
I don’t know
Its meaning
But I say it
Not so often
As to debase it
But because
I enjoy the thrill
Of its sound
And promise
Its momentary flush
And self-perfecting
Glow
21/5/2005

522. BLEMISH
The gleaming silver bauble
Desired and perfect
Knows too well
Its own sadness
That placed beside
The feeble candle flame
Reveal fissures
And cracks
All imperfections
The blemish
Of its
True nature
4/6/2005
523. MISTAKEN IDENTITY
That very real hunger
Of which vanity
Is an outward sign
Paid me a wicked visit
Sent a ripple silly and sublime
A short message, a text received
An enquiry, an offer of a job
The reply came back
All poetic musing
My heart quickened to a throb
My solitary blush warmed
As I re-read the words anew
‘Mark of the Beautiful Soul
Of Which Way – is it you?’
You flatter me, I chimed
‘It is I!’ said the Don
Thinking sweet Dulcinea
Her heart he’d surely won
But as in that old quirky tale
What true frailties it reveals
She’d mistaken me for another
Exposing what laughter rightly conceals
18/6/2005

524. INDULGENCE
We see the same things
Or so it seems
We trust
That mundane sense
But when we touch
We are blind
To the delights
Or demons
The other knows
Under their
Fingernails
That selfish
Indulgence
17/8/2005
525. UNFURLED
What a treasure
To be part of your
Courage
That fine moment
When you broke through
A safe matrix
Of guarded faith
And childhood damage
Your sound strata
Of protection
You risked at last
If only for a while
Placing within my reach
Years of sediment
To be stroked aside
As your body
Unfurled
In mine
17/8/2005

526. DEATH AND SEX
Death and sex
These are the
Twinned peaks
Upon which
All art
Is dashed
And gutted
Anew
17/8/2005
527. LITTLE THING
The big thing
Over for now
I go back to tend
The little things
Not that the big
Isn’t illustrious
But grand events
Are impossible
To grasp really
Whereas a simple sentence
With a grinning syntax
Fortuitously found
Among the daily chores
Probably seems outside meaning
To others
Yet in this
My here and now
It is all I want
17/8/2005

528. UNCANNY
She went to him
That night
Wine-soaked and
Tear-wet
Fell into his body
Unexpected – yet
Why?
He still can’t fathom
Or even presume to know
If she remembers it at all
Or even desires so
Uncanny mingling
Neither sordid
Or precious
More mechanical
As she easily spoke
Seeming sober now
Pulling his hand to her sex
‘You’ve wanted this for a long time’
He answered (what do you say to that?)
‘I’m happy to give and take a little pleasure’
(Wrong)
She sighed (bored?)
‘Oh God, please don’t say that’
And now he wonders
In her work
She no doubt hears
Such inane fantasies
A thousand times
Over
17/8/2005
529. GOOD ORDER
After art
Comes sex
After sex
Comes poetry
Then finally
Cigarettes
My friend
17/8/2005

530. FAIRYTALE
Is there
A little ego
There
Looking through the glass?
After all
You caught the bullfrog
Who plays tadpole
Effortlessly
Shrinking the tail
That did entice you
So no prince here
Without the price
Of a kiss
Nothing at all
To calm men
Of their rational
Fear of frogs
28/8/2005

531. CYCLE
Artists are signposts
Into ourselves
And our social state
Think Kafka
Dickinson
Beethoven
Proust
Lives of austerity and denial
External and internal
Compare these with
Today’s celebrities’ profligate ways
Think Lennon
Madonna
Elvis
Richards
Lives of decay and decadence
Where sex and celebrity
Fuse in an artistic cataclysm
But what to make of others
Think Wilde
Gide
Byron
Rimbaud
Artistic cross-dressers perhaps?
Or transitions
In a cycle
Of disintegration
Into solipsism
That collapses so completely
That the new buds of renewal
Emerge fresh
Without memory
29/8/2005

532. DOE
Embracing
With hungry love
Smiling
Pain from up above
A torso
Laughed into existence
A face
Licked into resistance
A snatch
Of dark mystery
Glowed luminous
There before me
The snap
Tells all there is to know
Clutching liberty
Eyes of a doe
2/9/2005
533. AMERIKA
The great Amerika
Gets watered and blown
Immediately our land, the free
Loots the torch of liberty
Gunning its own
A print of fey democracy
Those sanctimonious smiles
For a moment wiped clean
A little justice perhaps
For butcher’s hands that gleam
But it continues to drill
For oil an unholy stampede
The cosmos suffers as one
And as one we bleed
2/9/2005

534. SURRENDER
The word is dead
Before it is spoken
The heart surrenders
Before it’s broken
Love is blind
And deaf to some
And wisdom snorts
At war-song’s deaf drum
2/9/2005
535. FORMATIVE FEMINISM
What a time we had
With those fiery feminist femme
All puffed up with fight
Us crouched in secret delight!
They told us what to do
And chastised our hairless bottom
We cherished each humiliation
Man-pups chasing ejaculation
Yes it was quite a time we had
But that bra-less world alas
Is just a mythic site now
Where we lost and won and how!
2/9/2005

536. SMALL THOUGHT
‘Do you miss him?
He’s your son?’
Each day begins
The same and different
With a small thought
Of him
It is not quite longing
That fractured ache
So much desired
The pain of why
And waiting
And of a broken self
It’s altogether different
This not-ego love
Without striving
For acceptance
For approval
Persistent twins
Allusive desire
That sort of love
The gnawing hole
Is self-bound
And fraught
Forever unfinished
Nothing and naught
3/9/2005
537. MAKE WELL
In – love
A splintering place
Bits of me
Peel off
And self embed
Apply the hot wire
Dig out the spike
Close the hole
Make well
3/9/2005

538. SURPLUS VALUE
“I wonder what it’s like to have that much sex?’
She politely inquired
Envious it seems
Of another’s surplus value
‘You can have as much as you like’
He nonchalantly answered
‘Just be a handyman and do it yourself’
They laughed and finally reached a truce
In agreement that too much laziness abounds
About so small and simple a
Principle of pleasure
5/9/2005
539. UNHINGED EYE
The unhinged eye
Rampant and blind
Looks aslant
At bad art
Ecstasy without
Content
9/9/2005
540. TROTSKY
He felt like
Leon Trotsky
A vacant space
Where once
Smiled
The smug smile
Of the victor
History
Not only lies
Compulsively
It is cowardly
In the true facts
Of its deceit
10/9/2005

541. PLACID SEA
That mighty placid sea
Your temperament
Gentle home
To a hidden multitude
Of water babies
Undiscovered
Saline
Out of necessity
Fathoms deep
Enduring
Avoiding storm
17/9/2005
542. WOLF 1
Man is a wolf to man
And war
His natural state
Our city
Our symphony
Is scant resistance
Besieged
And swallowed
Greedily
A carcass
Torn apart
In the wake
After Thomas Hobbes: Leviathan
17/9/2005
543. WOLF 2
Man is a wolf to man
War the natural state
Each door we lock
Is a talisman
Of foreboding
Of the ultimate fate
After Thomas Hobbes: Leviathan
17/9/2005

544. DESCRIBE ME
Describe me in one word
Glittering
Diamond hard
In me
Starry-eyed
For me
Bedazzling
Completely
Beyond reach
Or imagination
A rainbow pot
A Lazarus
By five
A mistake
That cured
A sun
So hot
You’ve burned
A smile
In me
Forever
17/9/2005
545. FACE
A face
Oh wondrous star
Beauty strange
A brain
To rearrange
The best laid schemes
Converting by number
Sweet delights
Into languorous dreams
17/9/2005
546. LOVE POEMS
Love
Needs poems
To hold
The miraculous
Steady
Within sight
17/9/2005

547. CARE
I can’t care
In a hurry
However much I try
I can only care
Slowly
The rest is pretense
Survival niceties
I care
Little about
Caring begins
In aloneness
Here I learn
The meaning
Of social
Of friendship
Of love
19/9/2005
548. SUPER ABUNDANCE
Memory
Is the private
Feast
Though life itself
May be famished
The super abundance
Of time
Those millions of
Lived minutes
Create gluttony
And a glut
The living dead
Gets its only
Sustenance here
Vampirising the past
19/9/2005

‘I am two fooles, I know,
For loving, and for saying so
In whining poetry’
John Donne: The Triple Foole
549. JOHN DONNE
If my love, would
Like John Donne’s be
Full of glorious rhyme
In all its promiscuity
Then it must also, alas fade
The foole’s lamentable whine
Dashed on a rock of phantasie
Or eroded through knit-picking time
20/9/2005

